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About This Game

Welcome to the world of funny monsters!

In the game you are waiting for more than 40 kinds of cute monsters!
Every 3 seconds, the first monster appears.

Find a pair for the monster and get a new type.
MIX the monsters, continue the evolution and capture the galaxy!
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The community is not dead.

We rose from the ashes like a phoenix.

We are the Realism Pit, and we are the last bastion of Gimbal's community.. Hmm, not a bad game, but I'm not into it. I may
play more and change my mind but, based on first impressions I can't recommend.. THIS GAME ID GREAT. I ONCE TRY
TO PLAY IY IN THE VITA SYSTEM STOP.
NOW I FINISH IT AND I RECOMMENT IT TO ANYONE THAT LIKE JRPG

I WILL NOTICE THAT IF YOU ARE COMPLITIONIST YOU NEED TO KNOW THAT THERE ARE SOME THAT ARE
VERY FRUStRATING.. Autistic game.. Sometimes the winning move is not to play.. This early access version feels like I'm
playing an incomplete and rushed game. I like the idea and concept of all of it. I dont mind the graphics, the staff walking
through tables, etc. I've been really looking forward to this game/ a game like this for the same reasons everyone else has listed.
I'm two hours into game play and after my second day customers already aren't coming in. There is no fast forward option
through the night for the next day either. This whole game just feels like a literal waste of time when no customers come in late
at night or for two days. If I could actually play the game then yes Id recommend it. Until then, this is just a tease and a shell of
a game.. Although a huge IRL MotoGP fan for almost two decades, I rarely purchase the MotoGP series games because they
seem to lag behind other motorsports titles in graphics and physics. And the career progression tends to feel like a real grind.

MotoGP 18 finally brings modern graphics and snappy control feel to the series. Sound quality seems excellent and overall
racing feels fast and aggressive without being so punishing that casual racers can't enjoy themselves. The difficulty settings still
seem to favor a non-simulator bias as you can still nail the brakes or whip open the throttle at full lean without it always being a
guaranteed crash (which just isn't realistic). Career mode is satisfying and the variable AI difficulty adjustability between race
weekends lets you tweak the competition so that you aren't stuck for a whole season finishing races a lap ahead of second place,
or only competing for last place.

As a rider IRL in between bikes, this game helps me scratch a little bit of that motocycle itch that nothing else can reach, which
is really the best compliment I can give any motorcycle game.
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Nice Game and So Light !. Fairly simplistic WW2 combat flight game leaning more towards arcade-style action than pure
realism and flight models, but does cover the history of the pilots of 303 squadron quite well. I feel its more focused on the
story of those pilots than the actual gameplay.

I tested it out while it was in ealry access and unfinished so please keep that in mind while reading this and do check out how the
game has progressed in development since this was written.

The game is split into two sections - the "open world" bit where you travel around the airfield talking to other squadron
members and fiddling about with your aircraft, and the "combat" section which involves aerial dogfights based on 303
Squadrons encounters during the Battle of Britain. Lets look at the combat first.

You can choose before each mission whether to play in realistic or arcade modes. Arcade gives you a 3rd person view and
details like range to enemies etc while realistic gives you a cockpit view and you have to judge things by how they appear to you
as a pilot. Its not entirely realistic however as you can reload the guns of your Hawker Hurricane when its out of ammo and its
hard to tell how realistic the damage modelling is. Sometimes your own aircraft can take what seems like an infinite amount of
damage and other times it falls out of the sky very easily. Currently the game supports gamepads and keyboard/mouse controls
but no flightsticks yet - at least it didn't work with my Thrustmaster - which is something I hope they are going to fix soon.

The missions are set on rails. That is, you have to do them successfully and each one has a set of objectives that are done in the
same order each time. This usually involves shooting down several waves of enemy aircraft. The next wave only appears once
the current wave is defeated and sometimes you'll cave a wave of bombers that have to be shot down before they reach their
target - though you are not given any idication of time or distance remaining before that happens. If you fail a mission its back
to the start, sometimes making you defeat the same waves over and over if you struggle to complete the mission fully. The game
does involve a pretty cool bullet-cam when you get a critical hit that takes out and enemy aircraft. But sometimes hitting targets
is very haphazard; I found it particularly random when at close ranges. Completing a mission usually grants you a "card" that
gives the story and history of one of the squadron members and its clearly the games objective for you to complete the set and
learn all about 303 Squadron - which is I think, quite a nice idea. But its not like a Battle of Britain campaign! You can't fail a
mission and put up with the consequences (KIA pilots, bombed out airfields, etc) you have to complete each mission to
progress. Currently you can't bail out or land if damaged, you just have to drift, crash and die. Though as either would count as
failing the mission anyway perhaps it doesn't matter.

The ground section involves riding around the airfield on a bike and talking to people. The voice acting is horrendous and I hope
at this point is just a placeholder for the real stuff that the devs put in when the game nears completion. But thats just my hope!
It currently sounds like its made with a very bad computer program. You can fiddle around with the aircrafts maintenance here
a little and thats something I'd like to see expanded upon when the game is complete. Otherwise the ground section is a little like
story filler in between the missions, though you do get to learn a little more about the characters. Riding the bike is actually
good fun - perhaps the devs should plan a BMX sim game for their next project!

Overall the game is, at the time of writing this review and making the video below, very unfinished. Which is fine, it is in early
access after all. I just hope some of the issues I have pointed out are addressed before release. I think the idea of the game is to
tell the story of 303 Squadron, which was made up of free Polish airmen who had managed to get to Britain after the Germans
occupied Poland. They played an important part in helping win the Battle of Britain, a role that has perhaps gone largely
unrecognised along with many other nationalities that served in the RAF. This game clearly hopes to readdress that balance and
tell their stories, a very commendable objective. But it needs a lot more work yet.

https://youtu.be/d6Kf1KUUWkw. i got all the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s with this skin. It is one of my go-to VR
showcasing experiences!. This game is really good. The music is great and so is the gameplay. I really look forward to the future
of this game.. The added support for any desktop audio and the overhauled lighting is reason enough to buy this game.
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